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Abstract 
We study the twists of matrix algebras by some continuous characters which are regarded as 
1-cocycles. Using results of Tate and Brauer-Hasse-Noether, we show that the whole Brauer 
group of a number field can be obtained by such twists of matrix algebras. 
1. Introduction 
The idea of twists of vector spaces and algebras by 1-cocycles was first considered by 
A. Weil in [lo]. In [ 1,2], twists of matrix algebras by some continuous characters were 
considered. The consideration of these twists was motivated by the study of endomor- 
phism algebra of the abelian variety attached to a weight-2 newform on T,(N) (or on 
T,(N) with character E) (see [4,5]). In this paper, we shall show that the whole Brauer 
group of a number field can be obtained by such twists of matrix algebras. 
Suppose f = 1 a,,$ is a normalized cuspidal eigenform of weight two on r1 (N). 
Then the coefficient field E = Q( . . . ,a”, . . . ) is a number field. Shimura [9, Theorem 
7.141 associates tofan abelian variety X = X, defined over Q together with an action 
on X of the field E. The dimension of X equals [E : Cl] and En&(X) C& Q = E. Iffis 
not a form with complex multiplication, then the full endomorphism algebra 
D = En&(X) Oz Q is a central simple algebra over a subfield F of E. Moreover, E is 
an abelian extension over F and D is isomorphic to the crossed product algebra 
defined by a 2-cocycle on Gal(E/F) whose values are Jacobi sums formed with 
Dirichlet characters associated to the inner twistings off [4, Theorem 5.1, 51. 
The above situation was generalized in [l] to the endomorphism algebra D of an 
abelian variety X defined over Q such that there is a number field E contained in D, 
which has itself as its commutant in D. Then D is a central simple algebra over 
a subfield F of E, and E is a maximal subfield of D. By the Skolem-Noether theorem, 
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the action of Gal(@Q) on D defines a continuous character a on Gal(a/Q) with values 
in the discrete group E*/F*. By embedding E*/F* into PGL,(E), we have the twist 
(En&E) (tl) of the matrix algebra En&E (see [l, Sections 1,2]). This twisted algebra 
could be used to recover D. In fact, if the class of D in the Brauer group h(F) has order 
dividing 2 and the ratio dimX/IE:QI is odd, then D ‘v (En&E) (a). Another interesting 
fact is that [a] can be represented by a Jacobi cocycle derived from 01. 
In this paper, we study this kind of twist in a general condition. Let F be a global 
field and M E Hom,,.(GF, F*/F*) be a character. Here F is a fixed separable closure of 
F, GF is the Galois group Gal(F/F) furnished with the Krull topology, and Hom,,.(G,, 
F*/F*) is the group of all continuous characters from GF to F*/F*, where the 
multiplicative group F*/F* is given the discrete topology. Here F*/F* is regarded as 
a GF-module with trivial action. Let E be a finite extension of F in F such that the 
multiplicative group E*/F* contains all the values of c(. Then as before, one has the 
twist (En&E) (a) of the matrix algebra (En& E) by CI. Let [a] be the corresponding 
cohomology class of this twist in the Brauer group Br(F) = H2(GF, F*). It can be 
easily shown that the correspondence a -+ [cr] defines a group homomorphism 
tf:Hom,,.(GF, F*/F*) -+ H2(GF, F*) = B(F). 
Suppose that K is a global subfield of the global field F such that F/K is separable. 
Let GK be the Galois group GaZ(F/K), and let Hom,,(GK, F*/F*) be the group of all 
continuous characters from GK to F*/F*. Then we have the group homomorphism 
sF: Hom,,.(GK, F*/F*) ‘a’ Hom,,,(GF, F*/F*) rp Br(F). 
By class field theory, it is well known that the restriction map 
Hom,,.(GK, F*/F*) Ies’ Hom,,,(G,, P*/F*) 
is not surjective whenever F # K. However, we found that the morphisms tF and sF 
are unexpectedly surjectiue in the number field case. In the function field case, they are 
surjective on the non-p part, where p equals the characteristic of F. These are the main 
results of this article. In case that K = Q, a consequence of the surjectivity of sF is that 
every element of h(F) can be represented by a Jacobi cocycle (see Cl]). 
2. Twists of central simple algebra 
In this section, we shall recall some basic results on Galois cohomology and the 
twists of central simple algebras by 1-cocyles. For general references, we refer to 
Chapter X of Serre’s book [7] and Sections 1, 2 of [l]. 
Let F be a global field, P be a separable closure of F, and GF = Gal(F/F). For 
a finite dimensional F-algebra A, let Aut,(A OFF) be the group of F-automorphisms 
of A OF F. The nonabelian cohomology set H’ (GF, Aut,-(A OFF)) can be thought of 
as the set S of F-isomorphism classes of F-algebras B such that B OFF is F- 
isomorphic to A OFF (see [7, Proposition 4, p. 1531). 
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More precisely, given a 1-cocycle u on GF with values in Aut,(A @,F), furnished 
with discrete topology, we make GF act on A @QFF by 
where a E A OFF and s E GF. Then the twist algebra is A(u) = (A @,F)‘,. 
In case that A is a central simple F-algebra, A OFF is isomorphic to the matrix 
algebra M(n, F) for some n 2 1. For each 1-cocycle U, the twist A(u) is also a central 
simple algebra over F. By the Skolem-Noether theorem, we may identify 
&t&f OFF) with the projective linear group PGL(n, P). Then we have a canonical 
bijection between H’(Gr, PGL(n, F)) and Br(n, F), where Br(n, F) is the subset of the 
Brauer group Br(F) consisting of classes represented by central simple F-algebra 
B such that B QF F is isomorphic to M(n, F). The corresponding injection [6] 
A,,: H’(GF, PGL(n, F)) -+ Br(F) = H2(GF, F*) 
is the coboundary map induced from the exact sequence of Gr-modules: 
1 + F* -+ GL(n, F) + PGL(n, F) --) 1. (2.1) 
Remark. For a given F-algebra A, let u: GF +&t&f) be a continuous group 
homomorphism. Each U, induces an F-automorphism u, 0 1 of A OF F. Then u can be 
thought of as a 1-cocycle of GF with values in Aut&4 OFF). In this case, A(u) consists 
of all the G,-invariants in A Or F with GF acting semi-linearly on A OFF by 
s.(a @rt) = u,(a) @,3(t) for all a E A, t E F. 
Let K be a global subfield of F such that F/K is separable. Given an F-algebra 
A and a continuous group homomorphism a : GK + &t,(A), there are two ways to 
obtain twists of A. Namely, let xK be the composition of a and the natural embedding 
A&,(A) + Aut,(A). Then we have the twists A(Q) of A (thought of as a K-algebra) by 
LQ. It can be easily seen that A(Q) is in fact an F-algebra. On the other hand, let c+ be 
the restriction of c1 on the open subgroup GF of Gk. Then we have the twist A(Q) of the 
F-algebra A by + Moreover, it has been shown that A(Q) and A(+) are isomorphic 
as F-algebra (see [l, Proposition 1.23). 
Now, suppose M is in Hcm,,.(GF, F*/F*). We choose a finite separable extension 
E over F in F such that the image of CI is contained in the discrete group E*/F*. Let 
[E: F] = n. Then the set End,E of all F-linear operators of the F-vector space E is 
isomorphic to the matrix algebra M(n, F). 
E*/F* can be embedded as a subgroup of the group of automorphisms 
Aut,(End, E) as follows. For each e in E, e can be regarded as an element in EndFE via 
multiplication by e. In this way, E is a maximal subfield of EndFE. For each e in E*, 
one has the inner automorphism a H eae- 1 for all a in EndFE. It is trivial if and only if 
e is in F*. 
In particular, TV can be thought of as a continuous group homomorphism: 
c1: GF --f AUtF(EndFE) = PGL(n, F). 
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Regarding IX as a 1-cocycle on GF with values in Aut&Qrd& OFF) = PGL(n, F), 
one has the twist (En&E) (cI). Let [cr] be the cohomology class of (En&E) (a) in 
H2(GF, F*). It equals to d,({cr}). Consider the diagram 
l-F*- GL(n,F)-PGL(n, F)-1 
l-F*-GL(n, F)-PGL(n, F)-‘l 
/I 
UI UI 
l-F* -E* - E*/F*- 1 
Here E* is regarded as a G,-module with trivial action. The diagram induces the 
following diagram of cohomology groups: 
Hom,t.(Gr, E*/F*)-H’(GF, PGL(n, F))-H’(GF, PGL(n, P)) 
I I 1 
4 
H2(G~, F*) H2(G~, F*) AH2(GF, F*) 
Define the morphism 8r: Hom,,.(G,, F*/F*) + H2(GF, F*) by viewing each element 
CI E Hom,,.(G,, P*/F*) as an element of Hom,,.(G,, E*/F*) for some E and sending it 
to H2(GF, F*) by the coboundary map in the above diagram. The morphism is 
nothing but the coboundary map induced from (2.1) and hence well defined. The 
above diagram also shows that the class [cr] is independent of the choice of E. Let 
tF : Hom,,,(G,, F*/F*) --, H2(GF, P*) 
be such that t&) = [a]. The above diagram shows the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. We have 
tF = i 0 BF. 
The natural projection F*/F* + F*/E* and the restriction to GE induce the com- 
mutative diagram 
Horn&G,, F*/F*) AH2(GF, F*) 
I 
‘es,/, 
I 
r%/F 
& Hom,t.(G~, F*/E*)- H2(GE, E*) 
This shows that if 0: is from Hom,,.(Gr, E*/F*), then resEIF(tF(a)) = 0 by Lemma 2.1. 
Therefore, the central simple F-algebra (Er&E) (a) is split by E (see also 
[2, Proposition 2.21). 
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Proposition 2.2. The map tr : Hom,,.(Gr, F*/F*) + Br(F) is a group homomorphism. In 
particular, ifE is afinite separable extension of F, then the subgroup Hom,,.(Gr, E*/F*) 
of the source is mapped by tr into the subgroup Br(E/F) of the target. 
Suppose that a E Hom,,.(Gr, F*/F*) and E is chosen as before such 
view tl as an element of Hom,,.(GK, Autr(EndrE)). As described before, 
twists (EndrE) (c+) = (EndrE) (~1~). Define 
sF = tpOresrIK: Hom,,.(GK, F*/F*) --* Br(F). 
Then we have SF(u) = [@F]. 
3. Surjectivity of tF 
that we can 
we have the 
We first recall a theorem of Tate and the Brauer-Hasse-Noether theorem. 
Theorem (Tate). For a global or local field F, consider F* as a discrete GF-mOdUk on 
which Gr acts trivially. Let 1 # char.(F) be a prime. Then the l-primary part of 
H’(Gr, F*) is trivial. 
This theorem was proved as Theorem 4 in Serre’s article [S] with F replaced by @. 
The proof exposed by Serre works equally well in the present case. 
The following result follows directly from Tate’s theorem. 
Proposition 3.1. Let 1 # char. (F) be a prime. Then the map 
HOm,,.(GF, F*/F*)AH2(GF, F*) 
is surjective on the l-primary parts, 
On the other hand, let E/F be a cyclic extension of degree n with Galois group 
Gal(E/F) = (a). Recall that for each a E F*, the cyclic algebra (E/F, o, a) is defined by 
crossed product algebra (E/F, f ), where f is the 2-cocycle defined by 
f (a’, a’) = 
1 if i+j<n 
a if i+j>n, where OIi,jIn- 1. 
In particular, the 2-cocycle f is taking its values in F*. The Brauer-Hasse-Noether 
theorem (see [3]), says that every element of the Brauer group Br(F) is obtained from 
a suitable cyclic algebra. These imply the following result. 
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Proposition 3.2. For a global jield F, the map 
HZ(GF, F*+ HZ(GF, F*) 
induced by the inclusion of F* into F* is surjective. 
As a consequence of Proposition 3.1, 3.2 and Lemma 2.1, we have the following 
result. 
Theorem 3.3. For a prime 1# char.(F), the group homomorphism 
tF : k?Om,,,(G,, F*/F*) + Br(F) 
is surjective on the l-primary parts. 
In this section, we show the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. For a prime 1 # char.(F), the group homomorphism sF is surjective on the 
l-primary parts. 
Proof. The exact sequence (2.1) together with Lemma 2.1 imply the following com- 
mutative diagram: 
Hom,,,(G,, F*/F*) - reSF’K HO&(&, F*/F*) fF -Br(F) 
I s I SF II (4.1) 
H2(G, F*) 
WSVK 
l H’(GF, F*) I l WF) 
By Tate’s theorem, the map 6’ is surjective. The theorem is a consequence of the 
following generalized version of Brauer-Hasse-Noether theorem. 0 
Theorem 4.2. The composition map 
H2(GK, F*)= H’(GF, F*)A Br(F) 
is surjecttve. 
To prove this, for each prime 1, we consider a suitable &-extension L/K satisfying 
the following properties. Suppose that L = u. L(“) with IL(“): KI = 1”. For each place 
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v of K, let w, be a place of L(“) sitting over V. We assume that the degree of the local 
field extensions atisfy: 
lim IL:: : K,I = m 
if u is nonarchimedian, 
n++m 2 if u is a real place. 
(4.2) 
For each 1, we may take L/K, in the number field case, as the cyclotomic &-extension 
and in the function field case, as the &extension obtained from those constant field 
extensions with degree equal to l-powers. 
Regard F* as a Gal(L/K)-module with trivial action, we have the following obvious 
diagram: 
inflation 
H2(L/K, F*)p H’(GK, F*) 
reSF,X 
-H2(Gp, F*) 
I I 
i (4.3) 
H’(FL/F, F*) - H2(FL/F, FL*) --r(F) 
Let b : H’(L/K, F*) + Br(F) be the morphism described in the above diagram. Then 
the image of b is in the I-primary part of Br(F). Theorem 4.2 is then a direct 
consequence of the above diagram and the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. For each 1, the morphism b is a surjection to the l-primary part of Br(F). 
Proof. For each q E Br(F) of order l”, let vu = ((a”/ 1”) (mod Z)) E Q/Z, a, E Z, be the 
local invariant of q at the place v of F. Consider the finite set S consisting of all the o at 
which qv is nontrivial. 
By (4.2), there is a n such that for every u E S and w of FL”‘) sitting over U, the local 
extension (FL(“)),/F, has degree divisible by 1”. Then the restriction of q to Br(FL(“)) is 
locally trivial everywhere, hence is trivial. This shows that 
7 E H2(FL(“)/F, (FL(“))*). 
Let lk = IFL(“): FI. We have the following diagram: 
H2(L(“)/K, F*) N F*/(F*)‘” 
I I 
H’(FL’“‘/F, F*) N F*/(F*)lk 
H2(FL’“‘/F , (FL(“))*) N F*/N~u”,,~((FL’“‘)*) 
Here NFL,fl,,F is the norm map and F* is regarded as a Gal(L’“)/K)-module with trivial 
action. Since the arrows in the right column are all surjective, q is in the image of 
H’(L(“‘/K, F*) and the lemma is proved. 0 
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